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Whenmost people imagine criminalmisuse of
private data on the internet they usually
think of identity theft. The scenario is fairly

straightforward: you have given your information –
name, date of birth, credit card number, email – to an
online charity for helping singlemothers in Latin Amer-
ica. You’ve also given the same information to an on-
line travel agent, a cable television company, and a
manufacturer of crushed velvet cat cushions. Later the
same month, your credit card company notifies you
that suspicious debits from a dubious onlinemarriage
counseling service have appeared on the same credit
card and you are advised to block the card immediately.
This is one of themore prosaic examples. Another,

trickier situation could play out as follows: You live in
Berlin, somewhat happilymarried, but are having a se-
cret affair with aman or woman inHannover.You told
your spouse that youwere inWarsawover theweekend
because you had to visit clients. Your spouse, who up
till now has refused to become suspicious, is solicited
by a new online service called Big Sister, which tracks
down all public records available about any given per-
son. Your spouse tries it out, enters your name and
telephone number. Among the data that Big Sister
spits out is a speeding ticket issued inHannover for the
very weekend you said you were inWarsaw. Now you
have a lot of explaining to do.
Yet another hypothetical scenario:You areHIV pos-

itive and have been scouring the internet for natural
treatments to boost your immune system. You have
been researching the availability of drugs in various
countries in the hope of saving money. Many years
later, your insurance company finds out about your

What we talk about
when we talk about
privacy

The internet has blasted open a Pandora’s box of
personal space. The EU’s recent decision to allow
Google users the right to be forgotten highlights
ongoing tensions in an attempt to balance freedom
of expression and privacy.

Pieces of candy
featuring the Google
logo.
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searches and purchases, and has you take another
blood test. The first time you took it, for some mirac-
ulous reason, it came out a false negative, despite the
fact that you knew you were positive. Now the insur-
ance company, which got your search information
from a company similar to Big Sister, says they intend
to reevaluate your status.
The first example is a fairly common occurrence,

and the existence of identity theft via the internet has
spawned a booming internet security industry. The
latter two examples, while far-fetched, are by nomeans
science fiction. All three examples highlight what has
become one of themost crucial debates in the context
of the InformationRevolution: with such easy access to
so much information, combined with the computing
technology to gather and parse it all for very specific
ends, where do we draw the limits as to what type of
private information can and cannot be used?
With the public revelation in 2013 that the US Na-

tional Security Agency and secret services of other na-
tions have been tapping into data provided by phone
and internet companies, the debate has becomemore
heated and legislators have been forced to enter the
data privacy fray.Most recently the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) ruled in May that citizens do have a cer-
tain “right to be forgotten” online. The court ordered
Google to remove links to archived newspaper pages
containing old information about the repossessed
home of a Spanish man, who sued Google and the
newspaper in 2010. Google will have to remove some
search results upon request because the court believes

that old information about a
person can be not only irrele-
vant but also misleading. The
ECJ ruled that a search engine
like Google has a responsibility
to delete links concerning per-
sonal information upon request
as long as that information is
not relevant or in the public in-
terest. Since the ruling, individ-
uals in Europe hoping to have
search results deleted have sent
Google an average of 10,000 re-
quests per day, or one every 7
seconds, according to Time
magazine.
However if developments

up till now are any indication,
theywill always be the tail wag-
ging behind the juggernaut of
the computer cloud. In an in-
terview with Italian daily Cor-
riere della Sera, Google CEOEric
Schmidt said that they were
stunned by the court’s decision.

“It’s a delicate balance between the right to be forgot-
ten and the right to know, and we believe the court
found the balance in the wrong place.” Nevertheless,
the internet colossus intends to hiremore personnel to
vet the flood of requests to be forgotten.
Privacy is one of those terms that on the surface

seems to need little explanation. It involvesmaintain-
ing the sanctity of the individual and the individual’s
personal space, information, image, property. How-
ever, in order to establish which aspects of privacy
merit legal protection we are forced to explore its nu-
ances.With the advent of the internet, all our notions
of space and image have been irredeemablywarped by
the breathtaking speed with which unfathomable
quantities of information are processed and the range
of its transmission.
Now, in the age of Google, data has become an ex-

tremely lucrative commodity. As a result, data privacy
has become one of the stickiest legal issues in town –
a town that is now, as Canadian sociologist Marshall
McLuhan had already predicted in the 1960s, a verita-
ble “global village.”
Some of the most glaring privacy issues that have

come to the fore stem fromcultural differences.Theno-
tion of privacy as an inherent individual right is very
much aWestern concept, which developed over cen-
turies of Greco-Roman and Christian culture. Asians
and Africans also have their own protocols with re-
spect to personal space, but privacy as such is not con-
sidered an inalienable human right.
Even in theWest there are significant differences in

how privacy is viewed between Europeans and Amer-
icans. In his 2004 essay on the subject, “TheTwoWest-
ern Cultures of Privacy: DignityVersus Liberty,” James
Q.Whitman, professor of comparative and foreign law
at Yale University, writes: “European and American
sensibilities about privacy grow out of much larger
andmuch older differences in social and political tra-
ditions. The fundamental contrast, in my view, is not
difficult to identify… Continental privacy protections
are, at their core, a form of protection of a right to re-
spect and personal dignity.”
Europeans tend to interpret privacy as their right to

control their public image, name and reputation.They
expect to be shielded fromunwanted public exposure,
to be spared embarrassment or humiliation. “The
prime enemy of our privacy, according to this conti-
nental conception, is themedia, which always threat-
ens to broadcast unsavory information about us in
ways that endanger our public dignity.” Themedia, of
course, has now come to include the internet; and the
internet’s increased potential for broadcasting unsa-
vory information has put European privacy watch-
dogs on alert.
“By contrast,”Whitman goes on, “America, in this

as in so many things, is much more oriented toward
values of liberty, and especially liberty against the state.
At its conceptual core, the American right to privacy still
takes much the form that it took in the 18th century: It

is the right to freedom from intrusions by the state, es-
pecially in one’s own home.” The prime danger, from
the American point of view, is that the private sover-
eignty of the home will be breached. Hence the al-
most fanatical insistence on the right to bear arms.”
This contrast has created headaches for global data

businesses, such as Google. Since itsmeteoric rise as a
paragon of the information economy, Google has been
under attack for what is seen as a fast and loose priva-
cy policy, especially in Europe.
In 2010 Google’s “Street View” camera vans came

under scrutiny by French regulators because theywere
gathering information fromwifi networks, and someof
that information may have included passwords and
other data covered by banking and medical privacy
regulations. Google blamed the collection on a rogue
bit of code thatwas never removed after it had been in-
serted by an engineer during testing.
In the same year, whenGoogle came outwith Buzz,

a social networking platform meant to compete with
Facebook, the search engine was savaged by privacy
advocates for making email addresses (often very pri-
vate ones, such as those of doctors, lawyers and lovers)
available to others without permission. Google had to
quickly correct the flaw toavoidapublic relations fiasco.
Facebook has also been pummeled by privacy ad-

vocates. Since itsmain asset is the vast datawith regard
to users’ interests and“likes” contained in their “social

The Facebook and
WhatsApp icons
displayed on a
smartphone.

President of France’s
leading consumer
rights group, UFC-Que
Choisir, Alain Bazot (L)
and the editor in chief
of monthly magazine
Que Choisir Jean-Paul
Geai (R) pose in a Paris
of3ce, March 25, 2014.
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borderless internet company
having to contend with contra-
dictory jurisdictions. In The
NewYork Times she pointed out:
“The framework in Europe is of
privacy as a human-dignity
right. As enforced in the US it’s
a consumer-protection right.”
Wong felt that Google’s policies
on invasion of privacy, like its
policies on hate speech,
pornography and extreme vio-
lence, were best applied uni-
formly around the world. Try-
ing tomeet all the differing local
standards “will make you tear
your hair out and be paralyzed.”
Indeed, the simple fact that

service providers that can be
based in virtually any country
makes it difficult to expect them
to adhere to the laws of the EU.
According to Alexandra Neri, a
Paris-based lawyer for Herbert
Smith Freehills, who has ad-

vised Google in French intellectual property matters,
“One of the biggest issues facing businesses, legislators
and lawyers with respect to data privacy relates to
cross-border personal data flows, which happen on a
massive scale and on a daily basis ‘in real life.’Within
the issue of personal data protection, international
data transfers are unquestionably an area that needs to
evolve. Companies are global, as are the IT systems sus-
taining their businesses.”
But is it possible to come upwith a global standard

for internet data privacy? If so – and there are many
who doubt it (just look at how well the US and Britain
have managed to adopt the indisputably more effi-
cient metric system) – who will lead the way? The US
or Europe?
“European regulations are certainly demanding in

terms of personal data protection, creating a high lev-
el of protection,” says Neri. “Although the restrictions
on exporting data outside the EU have undoubtedly
contributed toward raising the ‘adequate level of pro-
tection’ on a global basis, they have also created a bur-
den on European companies. Binding corporate rules
and data transfer agreements are not truly adapted to
dealing with data transfers given the time and energy
required to set them up, not tomention obtaining the
necessary approvals… More flexibility will certainly
be required to fill in the gaps between legal systems in
competition around the globe.”
While the internet has inmanywaysmagnified al-

ready existing legal issues, there is onematter that ap-
pears to have been created ex novo with the arrival of

Google and Facebook: the right
to be forgotten, or erasure of
data. In other words, can any
unsavory information “out
there” on the internet be ex-
pected to be erased? Or will it
stay there for eternity?
Here is where the privacy is-

sue can bleed into defamation.
Bloggers are notorious for dis-
seminating specious facts and
spurious claims. But nowadays,
established newspapers are in-
creasingly read online, and they
have adopted the blog format
of instantaneous opinion-mon-
gering.
Butwhat happens in the fol-

lowing fictitious example? In
2006 John Doe was convicted
of fraud.His namewas splashed
across cyberspace as a white-
collar criminal. Then, two years
later, he was acquitted in the
appeals court because new ev-
idence had popped up in the
interim and determined that he
was not only innocent, but had
been framed. If anyone search-
es his name on Google, the conviction turns up high-
er on the page (thanks to the search engine’s somewhat
esoteric page ranking algorithms) than does the sub-
sequent acquittal. Therefore, in the future, if any
prospective employer decides to Google JohnDoe, the
unsavory news may jeopardize his livelihood.
This type of situation begs the question: Does Mr.

Doe have a right to have his data erased? And if he does,
to what extent? The ECJ has ruled that “if, following a
searchmade on the basis of a person’s name, the list of
results displays a link to aweb pagewhich contains in-
formation on the person in question, that data subject
may approach the operator directly and, where the
operator does not grant his request, bring the matter
before the competent authorities in order to obtain, un-
der certain conditions, the removal of that link from the
list of results.”
Still, there is plenty of interpretive wiggle room.

The right can be denied if it goes against the public in-
terest. Also, critics claim that if such a regulation is in-
terpreted loosely, then only those with the financial
means to pursue legal action can benefit. If the regu-
lation is enforced strictly, then it can lead to preventive
censorship, similar towhat exists inChina.There is also
the matter of a time limit as to how long a server can
hold on to certain information before it is required to
erase it. As such the right to be forgotten promises to

becomenot only a prominent legal issue in the near fu-
ture, but in many respects an ontological one as well.
So whether you are an IT evangelist who sees hu-

man progress growing exponentially as a result of the
Information Revolution or a skeptical luddite with cy-
berpunk visions of Big Brother co-opting our very hu-
manity, one thing is beyond a doubt: Barring any cat-
aclysmic return to the StoneAge, the effect BigData has
on our lives is enormous and irreversible.
What this means for us is that we must reevaluate

ourwhole notion of information – and, therefore, epis-
temology. But the catalyst for such stock-taking is al-
most always conflict. We are getting a glimpse of this
now in the conflict that has arisen between freedomof
expression and the right to privacy that ensures our dig-
nity.Wewill seemore of it in the biotech industry as the
field of genomics expands and the very building blocks
of life become a commodity. In the meantime, gov-
ernments continue the balancing act between in-
creasing the fruits of the ongoing Information Revolu-
tion and keeping it fromundermining the humanity it
was initially intended to nurture.

graphs,” Facebook’s every move is being watched.
Another case that spotlighted the transatlantic di-

vide when it comes to notions of privacy was the Vivi
Down v. Google case in Italy (Vivi Down is an advoca-
cy organization for sufferers of Down Syndrome). In
February 2010, three Google executives were con-
demned for breach of privacy because in 2006YouTube,
owned by Google, allowed a video to be uploaded in
which an autistic boy was being bullied. Even though
the video was removed shortly after YouTube was no-
tified of its offensive content, an Italian Judge deemed
it negligent in notifying thosewho uploaded data as to
the legal privacy risks they ran.Then in 2012, the court
of appeals overturned the decision and exonerated
Google, or any other server, of responsibility. All the
same, the case sparked a debate that rippled through-
out the European Union.
In response to the original sentence,WilliamEchik-

son, Google’s head of free expression policy andPR, Eu-
rope, Middle East & Africa (a position that had previ-
ously been called “communicationsmanager”), vehe-
mently refused to acknowledge the issue as one of pri-
vacy. “This has nothing to do with privacy,” he insist-
ed.When asked what the case was about, he respond-
ed flatly, “This is about freedom of expression.” Then,
after giving it a bitmore thought, Echiksonnuanced the
response: “This is about who is responsible.”
In the wake of the initial condemnation, Nicole

Wong,whowas then vice president and deputy general
counsel at Google and now works as legal director for
Twitter, noted the commercial difficulties faced by a

A young woman wears
Google Glass at an
unrelated book
presentation and media
event on June 10, 2014
in Berlin, Germany.
Google Glass, which
3lms what the wearer
sees and has a
connection to the
internet, has caused
controversy with
privacy advocates.
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French engineer Luc
Vincent, in charge of all
the imagery in Google’s
online maps, walks
through Paris carrying
the custom-made
panoramic camera
which has made
Google’s Street View
possible, April 25, 2014.
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stash luczkiw is a social commentator who covered intellectual
property and data protection issues for TopLegal International.


